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RAVE NEW YEAR FORECAST 2019
Part 1

Welcome to the 2019
Rave New Year Forecast - Part 1
Part 1 is designed to give you background material on the Rave New Year, The Program, and
how it affects us.
You will be introduced to:

Hey, hey my fellow travelers, on this spaceship
Earth, spiraling through space and time.
Welcome to the Rave New Year Forecast, 2019.
And what a year this is going to be. Hang on
to your strategy and Inner Authority, because
there is a wild ride ahead. In this forecast, we
will take you step by step through the transit
influences for the Rave Year, and give you a
foundation, in how, you can use the year ahead
to your advantage – as a year for building your
active awareness, for fully living your experiment, of your unique Human Design.

•

The planetary influences and their themes

•

The mechanics of openness and attraction

•

The conditioning mechanics of transits

We will discuss how to recognize these influences, and why observing the Rave New Year
transits can be valuable to your experiment
with Human Design.
This Part 1 of the forecast includes an in-depth
look at the global conditioning patterns of the
Rave New Year 2019, how to recognize them,
seeing them in action in the world and in your
own life, and the benefits of observation.
This provides you with the material you need to
gain a practical understanding of transit mechanics and the dominant influences for 2019
and how to recognize them.
Let’s get started.
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The Rave New Year Forecast is Fundamentally
a Transit Weather Forecast
The transits of the Rave New Year are frequency patterns, interpreted by the mind, that will arise
over and over throughout the year. It is easy to become caught up in the planetary transits because they influence all of humanity – we are in a material program which promotes a homogenized way of thinking and acting.
Learning about the planetary transits help us to become aware of what is not us, of what is not
our individual life. When we learn about the Rave Year ahead, it is a finger pointing us towards
what we can become aware of, without becoming identified with it, or acting upon it. It becomes
the basis of our wisdom about the world, and what is not us.
It can be valuable to remember that this is the transit weather passing through; however, it is a
weather pattern that will come up over and over throughout the year. We do not need to identify
ourselves with the weather passing through; it is simply something that is experienced through
the body and observed with the mind. We don’t make up stories about how the weather is doing
something to us, or that we must do something about the weather; it is simply a fact of life here
on planet Earth. Just like the weather – the Rave New Year transit themes are a fact of life on
planet Earth every year.
If we know it is going to be rainy, we can be prepared, and take an umbrella with us; if we know
the Rave New Year forecast, we can be prepared for what the homogenized world around us will
be caught up in, and therefore, what to look for in the transit weather.
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What is The Program?
When we look at a transit of a specific day, we are seeing a snapshot of
the planet’s movement around the
wheel, and the specific energies that
the neutrinos are bringing to us.
The combination of all these planetary aspects and their gates is called
The Program.

The Program is a term that Ra used to describe
the way the planetary transits operate together. We live in a vast neutrino ocean of approximately 30 trillion neutrinos per square inch
per second; and we take in their energy, which
arises primarily from the core of stars. Each
neutrino travels to us across the solar system;
and as they pass across or through a planet, the
neutrino picks up the frequency imprint of that
planet.
Each planet has a specific orbit in our solar
system, which is described in Human Design
through the Rave Mandala wheel, from the
point of view of planet Earth. As each planet
moves in its orbit, it passes through each of the
gates in the Rave Mandala wheel. The Sun takes
365 days to pass through all 64 gates, where
Pluto takes 251.9 years to do the same.

By observing The Program for the Rave New
Year, we can learn to recognize these imprinted
themes in action around us, and not get caught
up in acting upon them, or identifying with
them. Simply stated – energy is not personal.
Each planetary body has its own unique frequency theme, which is then expressed through
the imprinted neutrinos passing by, and
through that planetary body.
When we are looking at the Rave New Year
Transits, we are looking at the over-arching,
global themes for the entire year. Their potential influence is in the way our mind is conditioned to think, with a particular direction or
focus. We can also become caught up in identifying with the homogenized world, which amplifies this same conditioning.
Each planet’s frequency for the coming year,
expressed through the specific gate it is transiting, brings a unique energy transmission, which
can be experienced by the body, and observed
by the mind.
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The Program’s Conditioning Themes by Planet
•

The Sun/Earth provide the conditioned theme that throughout 2019, what
The Program is pushing for our imagined survival. The Sun puts the mind’s
attention on the theme, and the Earth grounds it, tries to make it a reality

•

The Moon provides the conditioned focus

•

The Nodes of the Moon form the conditioned viewpoint through which The
Program pushes us to look at the year’s theme playing out

•

Mercury provides the conditioned communication theme

•

Venus provides the conditioning propaganda, the headlines or the standards

•

Mars provides the conditioned force for change, or immature actions

•

Jupiter provides the conditioned rules or the guidance

•

Saturn provides the conditioning caution, that which can bring retribution, if
ignored

•

Uranus provides the conditioned distraction

•

Neptune provides conditioning misinformation

•

Pluto provides the conditioned truth

However, each of us have our own imprint of the planets, and their gate energies, that make up
our individual BodyGraph. Our very strategy, and Inner Authority, arise through the specifics of
the planetary imprint of our design. When we are operating correctly, we are living a life that is
built upon the specifics of our design, through each planetary aspect and their frequencies.
When the mind is running the life, it runs on The Program; it is a distorted, and homogenized way
of life – acting and reacting to the transit themes and their influences. And, if The Program provides a transit in a gate that is open in our design, the mind will be very attracted to acting upon it.
By learning about The Program, and specifically the Rave New Year programming, we can learn
to observe these themes in action around us. Slowly, we can become familiar with these themes,
and avoid being identified with them, or initiating action based upon them.
Remember, the transits are here to be observed, and self-observation builds our wisdom, and
potential for awareness in the now.
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